Dallas Attractions
One tourist asked after visiting: What is there not to love about Dallas?
Dallas is an upscale, trendy and diverse international city that offers visitors and residents endless
opportunities for enjoyment and relaxation. Still, Dallas is known for its Southern hospitality with its
Southern food and welcoming people, but adds an ultra modern and sophisticated touch, making it a
distinctive Texas city.
Art enthusiasts come from across the world to experience the art district in Dallas. The city is home to
the largest contiguous art district in the nation, where visual art from different time periods and styles is
displayed in venues ranging from cozy studios to grand museums. The art district in the heart of Dallas
hosts some of the country’s top museums and performance halls, including the Dallas Museum of Art and
the Meyerson Symphony Center. These venues host year-round art and music events that draw residents
and tourists to experience renowned performers.
Have you ever heard someone say that a meal was a work of art? Well this is exactly how Dallas chefs
look at the food they serve. We’re in the heart of cattle country and yes you can have a steak cooked to
perfection in one of the city’s many steak houses, but Dallas also tempts guests with a delightful variety
of fresh international faire ranging from delicious Korean Bar-b-que to warm and rich Italian pastas.
Some claim that Dallas has a greater food density than New York, and insist that it’s a hot spot for food
lovers.
The city has become much more than a Mecca for art and food. With six professional sports teams, Dallas
is frequented by sports enthusiasts from across the country. Professional teams for football, soccer,
hockey, baseball, basketball, and NASCAR all have home stadiums and fields in Dallas. With all of the
sports, art and food, Dallas is a top vacation destination in Texas.
Families come to Dallas year round because the mild winters makes attractions like the Dallas Zoo and
the numerous shopping venues accessible year round. Annual events like the State Fair, the Mesquite
Rodeo, and the Cotton Bowl bring people from all across the state to enjoy the city.
With its Southern hospitality and ultra modern flair, Dallas has become a magnet for entertainment, art,
and dining.
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